UTeach-Liberal Arts Course Requirements

ENGLISH 4-8
Post-Baccalaureate

REQUIRED PEDAGOGY COURSEWORK

Must Be Taken In Order

UTL 101  Introduction to the Teaching Profession  Semester 1
UTL 202  Introduction to Teaching in the Middle School  Semester 1
UTL 640  Teaching in Secondary Schools  Semester 2
UTL 360  Problems/Principles of Secondary Education  Semester 3
UTL 670  Directed Teaching in Secondary Schools  Semester 3

May Be Taken At Any Time (Before Semester 3)

ALD 322  Individual Differences
          PSY 301 prerequisite
EDC 339F  Adolescent Literacy
EDP 350G  Adolescent Development
M 316K  Foundations of Arithmetic
M 316L  Foundations of Geometry, Statistics and Probability
          M316K prerequisite
Nat. Sci.  6 additional hours from AST, BIO, CH, GEO, PS, PHY, NTR
          May not duplicate

REQUIRED CONTENT AREA COURSEWORK

E 360R  Literary Studies for High School Teachers of English (Fall Only) (area IV)
E 364T  English Language and Its Social Context (Spring Only) (area IV)
RHE 360M  Rhetoric and Composition for Teachers
E 3hrs  Multicultural Literature in the American Classroom
          Language and cultural diversity in the literature of minority and/or underrepresented cultures and populations in the United States.
E 3hrs  Multicultural Literature in the American Classroom
          Language and cultural diversity in the literature of minority and/or underrepresented cultures and populations in the United States.
E 3hrs  Any Upper Division English
E 3hrs  Any Upper Division English
E 3hrs  Any Upper Division English